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100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re: NeptuneFI Fixed-Income Svstem

Dear Ms. Russell:

We write on behalf of Neptune Networks Ltd., a U.K. corporation ("NeptuneFrX
to seek confirmation that the Staff of the Division of Trading and Markets (the "Staff') of the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") will not recommend that the
Commission take enforcement action if NeptuneFI owns and operates a passive fixed-income
electronic data connectivity and communication system described below (the "NeptuneFI
System" or the "System") in the United States without registering as a broker-dealer pursuant to
Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act).

Description of the NeptuneFI System

NeptuneFI has developed a passive electronic data connectivity and
communication system for institutional participants in the fixed-income market. The System,
which is currently in operation in the United Kingdom and other markets outside the United
States, facilitates the transfer of fixed income market pre-trade data from sell-side (sender of
data) market participants to buy-side (recipient of data) market participants, in each case who
are subscribers to the System, via a secure, password-protected website.^ NeptuneFI believes that
this functionality is not currently available in the United States fixed-income market.

All messaging on the NeptuneFI System is secured via end-to-end encryption. This
affords complete confidentiality to buy-side and sell-side participants engaging on the System.
NeptuneFI has no ability to decrypt any communications that occur on the System, and thus has
no access to the content of these messages, either during the period that such messaging is

We use these italicized designations to describe the users of the NeptuneFI System throughout this letter.
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